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1. Introduction. We consider the problem of solving numerically a differential

equation y' = f(x, y) with initial condition y(x0) = yo ■ Our point of departure is

the formula

fix, y(x)] dx,
-0

where y(x) denotes the solution of the differential equation. The idea is to use a

quadrature formula to estimate the integral of (1). This requires knowledge of

the integrand at specified arguments x¿ in (xo, -To + h)—hence we require the

values of y(x) at these arguments. A numerical integration method may be used

to estimate y(x) for the required arguments. In this way a numerical integration

method is combined with a quadrature formula to obtain another numerical

integration method.

A large number of methods may be devised, depending on which combination

of quadrature formula and integration method is used. In particular, the Gauss

two-point quadrature formula combined with the Runge-Kutta fourth order method

appears to give excellent results [1]. We propose here the combination of the Radau

three-point quadrature formula with the Runge-Kutta fourth order method. The

resulting method seems to give greater accuracy with the same amount of work.

2. The Method. The Radau quadrature formula [2] gives

(2)       y(x0 + h) = y(xo) + \ [W0y'(x0) + Wqy'(xq) + Wpy'(xp)\ - eQ,

where

Wo

Wg

wp

= (l+ ir) *- Xo + h(î~ W " *> + hq

= (I - if) x» = Xo + *(l+ ll) = -ro + hp

and

— h   dy(-n) _ .   ,
(« = ñm~hr'        x0<r,<Xo + h.

The method proceeds as follows: We use the Runge-Kutta fourth order method to

integrate from x0 to xq and then from xq to xp , thus obtaining estimates yt and yp
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for yixq) and yixp). Then formula (2) is used to obtain an estimate yh of yix0 + h) :

(3) yh = yixo) + ~ [W0fix0,yo) + Wqfixq, yq) + Wpfixp, yp)].

3. The Error. We shall be concerned in this section with a description of the

local truncation error of the method described in section 2. The local truncation

error of a single step numerical integration method is defined as follows. Let yix)

denote an exact solution of the equation y' = fix, y) with initial condition

yixo) = ijo ■ Let yh denote the approximation to yix0 + h) obtained by the use of

one step of the numerical method. Then the local truncation error Rixo, yo, h) is

defined by

(4) Rixo, yo, h) = yh — j/(.t0 + A).

The local truncation error of the Runge-Kutta method will be denoted by

Äi(zo, i/o, A), and may be written in the form:

(5) Rxixo, yo, h) = 4>ixQ, 2/o)A5 + 0(A6).

If yiix) denotes the exact solution of the differential equation which satisfies the

initial condition v/i(.r<,) = yq then the errors at xq and xp may be written

(6) yq - yixq) = <t>ixo, yo)(<?A)6 + 0(A6)

(7) yP - yxixp) = 0(x9, y9)(p - q)bh5 + 0(A6).

Assuming the function d> is sufficiently smooth, we may replace <t>ixq, yq) in (7) by

4> = 4>(xo, yo) since this only affects the 0(A6) term. The function r¡ix) =

yiix) — y(x) satisfies the differential equation

(8) v'(x) =fix,yi)-fix,y).

An application of the mean value theorem gives

(9) *'(*) -/*(*, {),(*)

where £ = £(z) is a number between yiix) and yix). It follows that

Vixp) = r,ixq) + r,'ixq)ixp - xq) + ■■■

(10)
= r,ixq)il+0ih)).

But by (6) riixq) = <^(gA)5 + 0(A6). Using the definition of 57(2;) we have:

(ii) yiixp)

Now, combining (7) and (11)

(12) yP - yix.p) = <t>iqhf + 0(p - qfh* + 0(A6).

The error in the derivatives may now be computed:

(13) fixq,yq)-fixq,yixq)) = fMqh)5 + 0(A6)

(14) fixp,yp) -fixp,yixp)) = fv[4>iqhf + *(p - q)V\ + 0(A6)

where we have again used the mean value theorem. We have also assumed that

fu(x> y) is constant and put the resulting error into the 0(A ) term. We may now

(11) yiixP) - yixp) = cbiqhf + 0(A6)
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Number of evaluations of f(x, y)
per step.

Order of local truncation error.

«o (error due to quadrature).

«/ (error due to integration).

Radau

9
he

h6yVI(v)

72,000

24-9V^r«i .125      hM

Table II

Problem

(a)

(b)

(c)

Method

Gauss
Radau
Runge-Kutta
Gauss
Radau
Runge-Kutta
Gauss
Radau

Evaluations
of /(*. y)

36
36
64

144
144
128
126
126

Error at x =  1

2.74
0.298
0.298
0.229

X io-6
x io-6
X io-«
X IO"4

0.0977 X 10"4
0.815 X 10"3
0.282 X 10-3
0.116   X 10"3

compute the local truncation error R of the method of section 2. From (2), (3),

(13) and (14) we obtain

(15)

R(xo ,yo,h) = yh — y(xo + h)

h
- ¿j {WqU(qh)b + WpfMqhf +(V- 9)V\\ +*« + 0(h*)

- e/ + i« + 0(/i6).

A similar analysis may be performed on the method which combines Gauss

quadrature with Runge-Kutta integration, and Table I summarizes the results.

Table II gives some of the numerical results which were obtained on the 1103A.

Also included in Table II is a comparison with results obtained from the use of the

Runge-Kutta formula alone.

Problems

(a) f(x, y) = y, x0 = 0, y0 = 1.    Solution: y = ez

(b) fix, y) =

(c) f(x,y) =

_5j/_
1 + x

_6j/_
1 + x

, Xo = 0, yo = 1.    Solution: y = (1 4- x)°

, Xo = 0, yo = 1.    Solution: y = (1 + x)6
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Numerical Evaluation of Multiple Integrals II

by Preston C. Hammer and Arthur H. Stroud

1. Introduction. In the first paper of this title [1], Hammer and Wymore intro-

duced methods whereby integration formulas of the form

(1) f wix)fix) dx = £ en fib)
J R

which are known for special regions (in n-dimensional euclidean space En) may be

used to determine formulas for other regions. They also showed, in some cases, how

the symmetry of a region may simplify the task of finding integration formulas for

the region.

To facilitate numerical integration over regions in higher dimensional spaces, we

summarize the most important formulas (1) and review methods by which formulas

for classes of regions may be obtained from them. These methods enable one to

obtain formulas for regions which we consider too special to warrant particular

formulas.

2. Regions with symmetry. In deriving numerical integration formulas it is

possible to obtain explicit formulas with comparatively little effort when the region

and the formula both are assumed to have certain kinds of symmetry. Formulas

precise for polynomial functions involving minimal numbers of points can be

derived, in principle, by solving simultaneous algebraic equations by general

elimination procedures leading to polynomials which have as roots the solutions of

the system. However, the manipulative work in achieving such solutions is forbid-

ding in magnitude and can probably be done effectively only with high speed

computers. Moreover, the solutions may turn out to be complex numbers and the

determinations of approximate values for the solutions will involve the numerical

solution of high degree polynomial equations. For example, the general seventh

degree polynomial in three variables has 120 terms so that the determination of a

numerical integration formula precise for all such polynomials over an arbitrary

region R would lead to the problem of solving a system of 120 equations of algebraic

(non-linear) character. In [1] it is shown that for certain symmetrical regions with a

symmetrical formula the problem is reduced to seven simultaneous algebraic equa-

tions for which explicit solutions are easily derived. The problem of finding integrals

of monomials to establish the equations to be solved also will be a difficult problem

for many regions.

A set S in En is said to be fully symmetrical provided x e S implies that every
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